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The Original Imported 
Winter Ale

Full-bodied, honey-amber colored 
ale with great depth, balance and 

malty richness - an ale to be 
shared with friends when the chill 

in the air and frost on the trees 
make a warm fire and good 

conversation all the more inviting. 
This year’s label, “Coopers,” 

shows the two coopers who make 
and maintain the oak barrels used 

by Samuel Smith’s. 

Samuel Smith’s Winter Welcome 
Ale: the first imported winter 

seasonal beer and still the 
benchmark. 2018-19 marks the 

29th annual release, and the first 
year ever that kegs have been 

exported!

Samuel Smith’s Brewery
Tadcaster, England - Est. 1758
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 Vintage dated -
New winter scene on 
the label each year

Samuel Smith Winter 
Welcome Ale
18.7 oz. bottle

Samuel Smith Winter 
Welcome Ale
12 oz. bottle

Samuel Smith Winter 
Welcome Ale
12 oz. 4-pack

The Old Brewery at Tadcaster was established in 
1758. It is Yorkshire’s oldest brewery and one of the 
few remaining independent breweries left in England. 
The hard crystalline brewing water is still drawn from 
the original well sunk in 1758, and the yeast strain has 
remained unchanged for over 100 years.

British beer of somewhat higher alcohol and richness has 
been enjoyed during winter for generations. Samuel 
Smith’s  Winter Welcome is the perfect beer to serve 
when friends get together to enjoy the season, and it is the 
first imported winter seasonal beer to be sold in the US.

Taste: Honey-amber in color with great finesse 
and complexity. The head is creamy with a mass 
of tiny bubbles, like special cuvée champagne. 
Winter Welcome has a floral aroma and delicious 
malt flavor with great richness and balance.

OG: 1.056 - ABV: 6.0% - IBU: 32

Serving suggestions: Roast goose, smoked turkey 
with oyster dressing, candied yams, Smithfield hams, 
fresh pears and apples, Christmas cake and eggnog. 
Serve in a traditional Yorkshire tulip glass. 

Product sizes and quantities: 
12/18.7 oz. (550 mL) bottles.
6/4/12 oz. (355 mL) bottles.
50 liter (13.2 gal) kegs: 
    first year of  draft - 
quantities are limited!
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